
The property is very large so there is a bit of walking required depending on what room type you are in 

but it is not horrible and there are golf carts that will take people from their rooms to anywhere they want 

to go and vice versa.  

 

We had the lead in category room and I couldn’t ask for anything more, except maybe an ocean view but 

none of the rooms really have that unless they do the beachfront Emerald suites. It was a larger than 

normal room and the bathroom is fantastic with a large Jacuzzi tub and separate shower.  

 

There are no wristbands required at this property which is GREAT, and the restaurants and food were 

fantastic. My favorite was the Teppanyaki/Hibachi tables at the Ginger restaurant. But I also ate at the 

Steakhouse and French restaurants which were also great. They had a couple of shows with a theme 

(Caribbean night and Mexican night) that also had a buffet so we had those the other 2 nights.  

The beach is wonderful here, long and wide, beautiful white sand. It is large enough that you can walk for 

quite a while for people that like to walk the beach.  

 

They have 2 very large pools, one main activity pool with 2 swim up bars and 1 good size quiet pool that 

also has a bar and a snack shack with sandwiches and stuff like that. There is wait service at both pools 

and the beach and at the quiet pool you can also order food to your lounge chairs.    

 

They offer a daily shuttle to Playa del Carmen for $18 per person round trip. They have two times that it 

departs and it is about a 4 hour trip so it takes about 25 minutes to get there and they will have about 3 ½ 

hours to shop or do whatever before they return. That was very nice and inexpensive in my opinion.  

All in all I would highly recommend this property to anyone looking for a deluxe property with good value 

only 25 minutes from the airport, on a nonstop transfer, or about 45-50 minutes on a shared transfer.   


